MATERIALS
Module #14
Design, organization, content
Note: The following information is applicable regardless of the delivery format (ie. in person,
online)

Introduction
PowerPoint has become the standard for delivering content to an audience – in person, and
online. It is an excellent and versatile tool if it is used effectively. But it may not be the best
choice for every presentation. Think carefully about the content being delivered. Would it be
better served by a demonstration, or a hands-on activity? If it is not the primary tool for
content delivery, could it be used as an organizational tool to support and provide the
framework for a demonstration or other method of instruction?

PowerPoint
If you have chosen to use PowerPoint for any purpose, there are strategies for maximizing its
effectiveness. What follow are guidelines to the mechanics of a strong PowerPoint
presentation. Most of these guidelines can be followed for a PowerPoint show being presented
on a large screen to an audience, or via a computer screen using Zoom. Where needed,
options will be explained.

Slide Design
PowerPoint offers numerous slide design templates, but be careful to choose one that is not
too busy and doesn’t compete with your content. Consider using something fairly neutral, or
opt for a completely clean slide and just change the background colour. You might also be given
a branded template to use.

Choose the Design tab to see available slide designs. Clicking on any options will change the
format for all the slides. Keep clicking to see what the impact is, but only press SAVE when you
are sure you have something you like.

To use a plain background
choose the Office Theme then
Format Background (found
by using the Customize if it is
not visible).

Choose a new
background colour,
and choose Apply
to All if you want
that option.
Otherwise it will
apply to just the
slide you are
working on.

WEEDS
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• Weed lifecycles
• Origin and spread
• Control
• Government Regulations/Designations

Using PowerPoint slide
Layouts gives you a short
cut to many common
methods of organizing
content on your slide. These
are best applied before you
add your content.
Choose Home on the menu
bar, then New Slide or
Layout dropdown menu

Slide Master allows you
to make changes to
formatting (slide design,
font) that will affect the
entire presentation.
Use the View tab, then
choose Slide Master.
You can make changes
just to certain levels such
as Titles, Bullet text etc.

Title and Content
slide example

Organization
It can be very beneficial to include an Outline in your presentation. You can use it for your own
purposes, or present it to the audience before embarking on the rest of the presentation. This
can be a great tool to introduce the topics being covered. Then be sure to use these same
topics as headings within your presentation. You might want to consider breaking up the
presentation using section title slides. This helps create a clear context for the content, and
helps to bring people back to the intent of the slide show.
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Slide Content
Remember that the purpose of PowerPoint slides is NOT for the audience to get all their
information from the slides, nor is the intention that the speaker read the text from the slides.
The purpose is to provide a visual framework for the content; strong visuals to enhance the
understanding of the content; and to capture attention by putting focus on the main points, big
ideas, or strong statistics.
The slides should include carefully chosen text that hits the highlights and makes the main
points. There should be no more than one or two thoughts, ideas or concepts per slide. More
detailed content can be made available to the audience separately (ie. handouts), and can be
used by the presenter as notes or reference material when delivering the lecture. It’s the
presenter’s job to distill and simplify the content for the purposes of presenting.
Try to use a maximum of 5 or 6 bullet points per slide. If you are presenting a list, there may be
more items, but be sure the font doesn’t get too small in an effort to fit them in. It is better
practise to split them onto two slides.
Using more slides can allow for bigger font and fewer bullets per slide. The number of slides
does not always relate directly to the time required to deliver the presentation.
Be sure to choose images carefully and limit how many are used on a single slide. Too many
small images on one slide will be difficult to see and makes the slide visually busy. One or two

images per slide is appropriate. Full slide images can be very effective and again, feel free to use
more slides to accommodate your content rather than squishing them into fewer slides.
To make the slides even more effective consider the use of handouts. If students already have
the detailed content in the form of a handout, this allows for the creation of simpler slide
content. The presenter can then speak around the details, elaborating and sharing personal
anecdotes. It also allows the attendees to enjoy and listen rather than scrambling to take notes.
Handouts can be very helpful here as they ensure everyone has access to the information
regardless, and they can print off and take notes.
More information on handouts, including creating them from your slides, is found in Module
#15 - Preparations.

